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About This Game

Follow the daily struggle of Hitoshi, a young medical doctor, who returns to work after a serious accident only to find out that
things are no longer the way they used to be.
Humor, drama and supernatural events ensue.

Oh, and there's also romance in the air...

Get to know your coworkers and solve the dark mystery of Lovefield General!

GAME FEATURES:

male protagonist

5 female love interests

6 different endings

5+ hours of gameplay
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Easy to pick up and enjoyable when I don't feel like playing any other VR game. It feels like the mobile game Clash Royale but
with a nice use of VR added to it. You can walk around your board and spin it to focus on different points. For 10 bucks I say
this is very worth the buy.. Extremely good game, Worth the money!. the base game already has all of this stuff when i bought it
which made buying this dlc useless. It's nice to see a new unit roster for the celts. It was much needed.

+ Some cool looking units that make the celts unique.
+With the ability to be able to deploy all celtic units outside of the deployment zone with the guerrilla deployment, it makes
them feel different to other nations on the game.

- I've only found one unit so far not to say the generic barbarian voice and say "Scrappers" or "infanty" when select them. I wish
they would say their unit type, like they have in the past with other units.

Other than that i think this pack is good. 10\/10 would play as the celts.

(pls more music). Game hoas no one on it its very boring and laggy it dosent work well so dont get it. Honestly one of the best
game dev games I have owned. Very fun, a little confusing at first but once you get it down it is a blast! Would love for an
update to sell old buildings or potentially build your own! Great game.
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Played and beat this game on a friends account, just had to buy it myself to give it another great review. Great story and
characters. Love it.

10/10 Reccomend.. good it helps you if you are using a special type of zoo like forest or savvanah. I've never done crack, but
I'm going to assume it's just as addictive as this game. Send help.. It's "fun" the way a Skinner box is "fun."

The goal of the game is to rach level 101. You do this by managing sliders that control the percentage of effort going into
resources, recruitment, construction, and army. The game itself consists of that plus clicking Start Day\/End Day ad nauseum.
Occasionally there are fights where you get attacked and can choose to defend yourself or retreat. This seems entertaining at
first but the fights are heavily RNG based to the point that around Lvl 20, ca rounding error WILL get you one-shotted on a
regular basis. If you win the fight you get a small amount of gold for buying upgrades. If you lose your population resets to 0
and you go down a level. If you retreat, which you can ALWAYS do, there are really no tangible consequences.

To beat the game: Set builders\/army to 0, put everything into resources\/population development, retreat from every battle, and
dump all of the gold you get from leveling into Town bonuses. Hit Start Day -> Retreat -> End Day on repeat for 10-20min. Be
greeted by bland "Congratulations! You won!" screen. There, I just saved you $0.50 and an hour of your life.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this "game.". Some good relaxing songs that fit well with the EU4 theme, and that are definitely
worth it at the steam sale price of 1\/2 off. Also good on Paradox for doing some legitmate community engagement with this
one.
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